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ABSTRACT
Kernel Density Visualization (KDV) has been extensively used in

a wide range of applications, including traffic accident hotspot de-

tection, crime hotspot detection, disease outbreak detection, and

ecological modeling. However, KDV is a computationally expensive

operation, which is not scalable to large datasets (e.g., million-scale

data points) and high resolution sizes (e.g., 1920 × 1080). To signifi-

cantly improve the efficiency for generating KDV, we develop two

efficient Sweep Line AlgorithMs (SLAM), which can theoretically

reduce the time complexity for generating KDV. By incorporat-

ing the resolution-aware optimization (RAO) into SLAM, we can

further achieve the lowest time complexity for generating KDV.

Our extensive experiments on four large-scale real datasets (up to

4.33 million data points) show that all our methods can achieve

one to two-order-of-magnitude speedup in many test cases and

efficiently support KDV with exploratory operations (e.g., zooming

and panning) compared with the state-of-the-art solutions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Theory of computation → Computational geometry; •
Human-centered computing → Heat maps; • Information
systems → Geographic information systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Kernel-density-estimation-based visualization (or Kernel Density

Visualization (KDV)) [16, 17, 57] has become a de facto visual
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analytic tool for various applications, including hotspot detec-

tion [15, 34, 37, 38, 53, 62, 65, 69, 72] and ecological model-

ing [14, 27, 28, 60, 66]. Criminologists [15, 34, 37, 53, 72] and trans-

portation experts [62, 65, 69] utilize KDV to detect the crime and

traffic accident hotspots in different regions, respectively. Epidemi-

ologists [39, 45, 56, 59, 68] utilize KDV to detect the disease outbreak

in different cities and countries. Ecologists [14, 28, 60] utilize KDV

to model the distribution of environmental incidents, e.g., pollution

[60]. Due to awide range of applications of KDV,many geographical

and scientific software packages, including QGIS [52], ArcGIS [1],

Scikit-learn [47], and KDV-Explorer [19], have been developed to

support this operation. Figure 1 illustrates an example usage of

KDV to identify the traffic accident hotspots in two regions, namely

Upper Manhattan and Lower Manhattan, of New York City, using

the New York traffic accident dataset [3] (with 1.5 million location

data points).

(a) Upper Manhattan (b) Lower Manhattan

Figure 1: Generate the traffic accident hotspot maps, based
on KDV, in two regions, namely Upper Manhattan and
Lower Manhattan, of New York City, using the software
KDV-Explorer [19], where each pixel with red color repre-
sents the high density value (i.e., hotspot/ traffic accident
blackspot).

Despite the usefulness of KDV, generating KDV is very time-

consuming, which takes O(XYn) time in the worst case, where

X ×Y and n denote the screen resolution size (e.g., 1920× 1080) and

the number of location data points (e.g., 1.5 million), respectively.

The huge amounts of computational costs restrict the applicability

of this operation to small-scale datasets and low resolution sizes.

Worse still, domain experts [19, 25, 36, 41–43, 70] need to generate

massive amounts of KDVs for a single dataset, by using some ex-

ploratory tools, including zooming, panning, bandwidth selection

(i.e., control the smoothness of the hotspot map), attribute-based

filtering (e.g., generate KDV for only robbery crime events), and

time-based filtering (e.g., generate KDV for those crime events

https://doi.org/10.1145/3514221.3517823
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Figure 2: Some visual analytic tasks need to undergo many exploratory operations in order to thoroughly understand the
hotspots of a given dataset.

Table 1: Theoretical results of different exact methods for generating KDV.
Method Time complexity Space complexity

RQS (cf. Section 2.2) O (XYn) O (XY + n)
SLAMSORT (cf. Section 3.4) O (Y (X + n logn)) (cf. Theorem 1)

SLAMBUCKET (cf. Section 3.5) O (Y (X + n)) (cf. Theorem 2) O (XY + n)
SLAM

(RAO)

SORT
(cf. Sections 3.4 and 3.6) O (min(X , Y ) × (max(X , Y ) + n logn)) (cf. Theorem 3) (cf. Theorem 4)

SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
(cf. Sections 3.5 and 3.6) O (min(X , Y ) × (max(X , Y ) + n)) (cf. Theorem 3)

from 1
st
Jan 2018 to 1

st
Jan 2019), in order to thoroughly under-

stand the hotspots (cf. Figure 2). Therefore, many research studies

also complain about the inefficiency issues for using KDV. Some

representative ones are quoted as follows.

• “KDV cannot scale well to handle many data points and display
of color maps on high-resolution screens.” [16]
• “...the total runtime cost of density estimation is quadratic in
dataset size...” [31]
• “However, many (or even most) of the practical algorithms
and solutions designed in the context of KDE are very time-
consuming with quadratic computational complexity being a
commonplace.” [32]

Even though many solutions [16, 21, 22, 31, 73, 75] have been de-

veloped to efficiently generate KDV, these algorithms either cannot

reduce the time complexity [16, 21, 22, 31] or cannot provide the

exact solution [16, 21, 22, 31, 73, 75] for generating KDV. Therefore,

we ask a question: Can we reduce the time complexity of generating
KDV, without degrading the quality of KDV theoretically (i.e., exact
solution)?

To provide an affirmative answer to this question, we first de-

velop two Sweep Line AlgorithMs (SLAM), which are the simple

sorting-based sweep line algorithm (SLAMSORT) and the advanced

bucket-based sweep line algorithm (SLAMBUCKET). These two al-

gorithms can theoretically reduce the time complexity for gen-

erating KDV compared with the state-of-the-art solutions (e.g.,

QUAD [16]). In addition, we further develop the resolution-aware

optimization (RAO) and incorporate this method into SLAMSORT

and SLAMBUCKET, which are called SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
and SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET
,

respectively. Theoretically, both SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
and SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET
can

further reduce the time complexity for generating KDV compared

with SLAMSORT and SLAMBUCKET, respectively. Table 1 summa-

rizes the theoretical results for generating KDV in different exact

methods, where X × Y and n denote the resolution size of a given

geographical region and the number of data points, respectively.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research work that

can reduce the time complexity for generating exact KDV. Our

experiments on four large-scale real datasets show that all our

methods can achieve one to two-order-of-magnitude speedup in

many test cases compared with the state-of-the-art solutions. In ad-

dition, we can efficiently support KDV generation with exploratory

tools (e.g., zooming and panning), using large-scale datasets and

high resolution sizes, which cannot be achieved by other software

packages, including Scikit-learn [47], QGIS [52], ArcGIS [1], and

KDV-Explorer [19] (slow with high resolution sizes).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first revisit the

concept of KDV and discuss the exact method, called range-query-

based solution (RQS), in Section 2. Then, we present our sweep

line algorithms (SLAM) in Section 3. After that, we provide the

experimental evaluation in Section 4. Then, we review the existing

work in Section 5. Lastly, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we revisit the concepts of KDV in Section 2.1. Then,

we discuss the exact solution, called range-query-based solution

(RQS), in Section 2.2, which is mostly related to this work.

2.1 Revisitation of KDV
In order to generate KDV for each geographical region (e.g., Upper

Manhattan in Figure 1a), we need to color each pixel q, based on

the kernel density function value of this pixel. Here, we formally

define KDV in Problem 1.

Problem 1. Given a geographical region with size X ×Y , where X
and Y are the numbers of pixels in the x-axis and y-axis, respectively,
and a set P of n location data points, we compute the kernel density
function FP (q) (cf. Equation 1) for each pixel q.

FP (q) =
∑
p∈P

w · K(q, p) (1)

wherew andK(q, p) denote the normalization constant and the kernel
function, respectively.

Table 2 summarizes the representative kernel functions. Here,

we denote b and dist(q, p) as the bandwidth value of the kernel

function and the Euclidean distance, respectively.



Table 2: Representative kernel functions.

Kernel K (q, p) Used in

Uniform

{
1

b if dist (q, p) ≤ b
0 otherwise

[34, 64]

Epanechnikov

{
1 − 1

b2
dist (q, p)2 if dist (q, p) ≤ b

0 otherwise

[10, 60]

Quartic

{
(1 − 1

b2
dist (q, p)2)2 if dist (q, p) ≤ b

0 otherwise

[38, 65]

In this paper, we denote the x and y coordinates of each location

point p to be p.x and p.y, respectively, i.e., p = (p.x, p.y), and
mainly use the Epanechnikov kernel in FP (q) for discussion (i.e.,

Equation 2). We leave the discussion for using our methods to

support other kernel functions (cf. Table 2) in Section 3.7.

FP (q) =
∑
p∈P

w ·

{
1 − 1

b2
dist(q, p)2 if dist(q, p) ≤ b

0 otherwise

(2)

2.2 Range-Query-based Solution (RQS)
In Equation 2, observe that only those data points pwithdist(q, p) ≤
b can contribute to the kernel density function value FP (q) of the
pixel q. Therefore, we can first find the range query solution set

R(q) for each pixel q, where:
R(q) = {p ∈ P : dist(q, p) ≤ b} (3)

Then, we can find the kernel density function value FP (q) for
pixel q, based on this range query solution set R(q), where:

FP (q) =
∑

p∈R(q)

w ·
(
1 −

1

b2
dist(q, p)2

)
(4)

Even though many well-known and commonly-used index struc-

tures, e.g., kd-tree [9], and ball-tree [44], have been proposed to

improve the efficiency for solving range query problem, which

can also boost the efficiency for generating exact KDV, the worst-

case time complexity for using this approach to solve this problem

remains in O(XYn).

3 SWEEP LINE ALGORITHMS (SLAM)
In this section, we first summarize the core ideas of our solutions in

Section 3.1. Then, we discuss two concepts, that are adopted in our

solutions, namely (1) envelope point set and (2) lower and upper

bound functions, in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, respectively. Based

on these two concepts, we propose two Sweep Line AlgorithMs

(SLAM) for efficiently generating KDV, which are sorting-based

sweep line algorithm (SLAMSORT) and bucket-based sweep line al-

gorithm (SLAMBUCKET) in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5, respectively.

Then, we develop the resolution-aware optimization (RAO) for

SLAMSORT and SLAMBUCKET (i.e., SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
and SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET
,

respectively) in Section 3.6. After that, we discuss how to extend

our methods to support other representative kernel functions in

Section 3.7. Lastly, we discuss the space complexity of SLAM in

Section 3.8.

3.1 Core Ideas
The main disadvantage for using RQS is that we need to compute

the range query solution set R(q) (cf. Equation 3) for each pixel q, in
order to compute the kernel density function FP (q) (cf. Equation 4).

However, two consecutive pixels q and q′ can share a large amount

of data points (e.g., white circles in Figure 3). Therefore, we ask a

question: Suppose that we have obtained the range query solution

set R(q), can we efficiently update this set to R(q′)? In Figure 3, we

observe that the most efficient approach to update from R(q) to
R(q′) is to remove all yellow circles and insert all green circles.

q q’

Figure 3: The range query solution sets, i.e., R(q) (inside the
dashed orange circle) and R(q′) (inside the dashed blue cir-
cle), of two consecutive pixels, i.e., q and q′, respectively,
share a large amount of data points (white circles).

On the other hand, computingFP (q) (cf. Equation 4) from scratch

for each pixel q can be time-consuming. By expanding Equation 4,

we have:

FP (q) =
∑

p∈R(q)

w ·
(
1 −

1

b2
dist(q, p)2

)
= w |R(q)| −

w

b2

∑
p∈R(q)

(q − p)T (q − p)

= w |R(q)| −
w

b2

∑
p∈R(q)

(| |q| |2
2
− 2qT p + | |p| |2

2
)

= w |R(q)| −
w

b2

(
|R(q)| × | |q| |2

2
− 2qT

( ∑
p∈R(q)

p
)
+

∑
p∈R(q)

| |p| |2
2

)
Once we let ARq =

∑
p∈R(q) p and SRq =

∑
p∈R(q) | |p| |22 , we can

represent FP (q) by the following expression:

FP (q) = w |R(q)| −
w

b2

(
|R(q)| × | |q| |2

2
− 2qTARq + SRq

)
(5)

Based on Equation 5, suppose that we can efficiently maintain

these aggregate terms, i.e., |R(q)|, ARq , and SRq , we can efficiently

obtain FP (q).

3.2 Envelope Point Set
We consider how to evaluate all pixels, q1, q2,..., qX , with the same

y-coordinate (i.e., pixels in the green region in Figure 4). Here, we

let the y-coordinate of all these pixels to be k , i.e.,

q1.y = q2.y = · · · = qX .y = k

…
…

…
…

…

…

X

Y
…

…

q1 q2 qX

…
…

qX-1

Figure 4: All pixels, q1, q2,..., qX , in the green region have the
same y-coordinate (= k).



We also define the concept, called envelope point set, for this

y-coordinate k in Definition 1.

Definition 1. Given a set P of location data points, bandwidth b
and y-coordinate k , we define the envelope point set of k to be E(k),
where:

E(k) = {p ∈ P : |k − p.y | ≤ b} (6)

𝐪1. 𝑥, 𝑘

𝐪2. 𝑥, 𝑘

𝐪3. 𝑥, 𝑘

𝐪𝑋 . 𝑥, 𝑘
…

𝑋

𝑏

Figure 5: The white circles, which are covered by the red dot-
ted lines, are in the envelope point set E(k). This E(k) covers
the range query solution sets R(qi ) for all pixels qi with the
same y-coordinate k .

In Figure 5, observe that this envelope point set E(k) covers all
range query solution sets for all pixels with the same y-coordinate
k , i.e.,

R(qi ) ⊆ E(k), i = 1, 2, ...,X

Lemma 1 states that we can use O(n) time to find the envelope

point set E(k).

Lemma 1. The time complexity of finding E(k) (cf. Equation 6) is
O(n).

Proof. To find the envelope point set E(k), we only need to scan
the point dataset P with sizen and check the condition in Equation 6.
As such, the time complexity of finding E(k) is O(n). �

3.3 Lower and Upper Bound Functions
In order to find the range query solution set R(q) for each pixel q
with the same y-coordinate k (cf. Figure 5), we check whether the

condition dist(q, p) ≤ b holds for the data point p (i.e., white circle).

By expanding this expression, we have:

dist(q, p) ≤ b

(q.x − p.x)2 ≤ b2 − (k − p.y)2

Based on Equation 6, we ensure that each data point p (cf. Fig-

ure 5) in the envelope point set E(k) fulfills b2 − (k − p.y)2 ≥ 0. As

such, we can take the square root for the above inequality to obtain

the following expression.

p.x −
√
b2 − (k − p.y)2 ≤ q.x ≤ p.x +

√
b2 − (k − p.y)2 (7)

Therefore, after we have obtained the envelope point set E(k),
we can then store the lower bound and upper bound values, LBk (p)
andUBk (p), for each data point p, where:

LBk (p) = p.x −
√
b2 − (k − p.y)2 (8)

UBk (p) = p.x +
√
b2 − (k − p.y)2 (9)

With these bound values for each data point p in E(k), we can
conclude that the data point p is in the range query solution set

R(q) if LBk (p) ≤ q.x ≤ UBk (p) (cf. Lemma 2). Using Figure 6 as an

example, since q.x is inside the bound intervals of p1, p2 and p3,
the range query solution set R(q) contains these three data points.

Lemma 2. Given the lower and upper bound values, i.e., LBk (p)
and UBk (p), respectively, for each data point p in the envelope point
set E(k), this data point p is in the range query solution set R(q) if
q.x is within the bound interval [LBk (p),UBk (p)].

Proof. Since we usedist(q, p) ≤ b to derive the bound functions
LBk (p) and UBk (p) (cf. Equation 8 and Equation 9, respectively),

we can conclude that LBk (q) ≤ q.x ≤ UBk (q) =⇒ dist(q, p) ≤
b =⇒ p ∈ R(q) (cf. Equation 3). �

q.x

p1
LBk(p1) UBk(p1)

p2
LBk(p2) UBk(p2)

LBk(p3) UBk(p3)
p3

LBk(p4) UBk(p4)
p4

Figure 6: The range query solution set of R(q) = {p1, p2, p3}.

3.4 A Simple Sorting-based Sweep Line
Algorithm (SLAMSORT)

Once we have obtained the lower and upper bound values for

each data point in the envelope point set E(k), our method

SLAMSORT needs to create the list L, by sorting these bound

values and the x-coordinates of all pixels with the same

y-coordinate k (cf. Figure 5), i.e., q1.x , q2.x ,..., qX .x , in an

increasing order. Using Figure 7 as an example, the list L =

[LBk (p1), LBk (p2), LBk (p3), LBk (p4), qi−1.x,UBk (p2),UBk (p4), ...].
With this list L, the core idea of SLAMSORT is to utilize the sweep

line algorithm to process these bound values in order to compute

the kernel density function FP (q) (cf. Equation 5) for each pixel q.
In Figure 7, we maintain two point sets, namely Lℓ (cf. Equation 10)

and Uℓ (cf. Equation 11), for the sweep line ℓ, which has passed

through the lower and upper bound values of those data points,

respectively.

Lℓ = {p ∈ E(k) : LBk (p) ≤ ℓ.x} (10)

Uℓ = {p ∈ E(k) : UBk (p) ≤ ℓ.x} (11)

p1
LBk(p1) UBk(p1)

p2
LBk(p2) UBk(p2)

UBk(p3)

qi.x

LBk(p4)
p4

LBk(p3)
p3

UBk(p4)

ℓ

LBk(p5)
p5

UBk(p5)

qi

qi-1.x

qi-1

qi+1.x

qi+1

Figure 7: Sweep line ℓ moves from left to right (by scanning
the list L), Lℓ = {p1, p2, p3, p4} and Uℓ = {p2, p4}.



p
LBk(p) UBk(p)

ℓ

p
LBk(p) UBk(p)

ℓ

Case 1: ℓ intersects with LBk(p), 

i.e., ℓ. 𝑥 = LBk(p)

(insert p in 𝕃ℓ, add 𝐴𝕃ℓ by p , add 𝑆𝕃ℓ by 𝐩 2
2)

Case 2: ℓ intersects with UBk(p), 

i.e., ℓ. 𝑥 = UBk(p)

(insert p in 𝕌ℓ, add 𝐴𝕌ℓ by p , add 𝑆𝕌ℓ by 𝐩 2
2)

ℓ

Case 3: ℓ intersects with 𝐪. 𝑥, 

i.e., ℓ. 𝑥 = 𝐪. 𝑥
(compute ℱ𝑃(𝐪))

q

Figure 8: Three cases of the sweep line ℓ for scanning the list L.

We also maintain the aggregate values for these two sets, i.e.,

ALℓ ,AUℓ
(cf. Equation 12) and SLℓ , SUℓ

(cf. Equation 13), which can

be used to efficiently compute the kernel density function FP (q)
(cf. Equation 5).

ALℓ =
∑
p∈Lℓ

p and AUℓ
=

∑
p∈Uℓ

p (12)

SLℓ =
∑
p∈Lℓ

| |p| |2
2

and SUℓ
=

∑
p∈Uℓ

| |p| |2
2

(13)

Figure 8 shows three possible cases of the sweep line ℓ, which

are: (1) ℓ intersects with the lower bound LBk (p) of the data point
p (i.e., ℓ.x = LBk (p)), (2) ℓ intersects with the upper boundUBk (p)
of the data point p (i.e., ℓ.x = UBk (p)), and (3) ℓ intersects with q.x
(i.e., ℓ.x = q.x ). Regarding the first two cases, we need to update the
corresponding point sets (Lℓ or Uℓ ) and aggregate values, e.g., we

insert p in Lℓ , add ALℓ by p and add SLℓ by | |p| |
2

2
, once the sweep

line ℓ intersects with the lower bound LBk (p). Therefore, the time

complexity of these two cases is O(1). Regarding the third case, we

claim that we can calculate FP (q) inO(1) time (cf. Lemma 3), using

these two point sets (Lℓ and Uℓ ) and their aggregate values (cf.

Equations 12 and 13).

Lemma 3. If the sweep line ℓ intersects with q.x (i.e., case 3), we
can compute FP (q) in O(1) time, using Equation 5 with:

|R(q)| = |Lℓ | − |Uℓ | (14)

AR(q) = ALℓ − AUℓ
(15)

SR(q) = SLℓ − SUℓ
(16)

Proof. The sweep line ℓ is within the bound interval

[LBk (p),UBk (p)], if ℓ passes through LBk (p), i.e., Lℓ contains p,
and ℓ does not pass through UBk (p), i.e., Uℓ does not contain p.
Therefore, once the line ℓ intersects with q.x , |Lℓ | − |Uℓ | denotes
the number of bound intervals that contain q.x . Based on Lemma 2,

we prove Equation 14. By adopting the similar argument, we can

also prove Equation 15 and Equation 16. �

Algorithm 1 describes how our method SLAMSORT finds the ker-

nel density function values for all pixels q1, q2,..., qX with the same

y-coordinate (cf. Figure 4). In Lemma 4, we show that Algorithm 1

takes O(n logn + X ) time to process all pixels q1, q2,...., qX with

the same y-coordinate.

Lemma 4. Given the pixels q1, q2,...., qX with the same y-
coordinate, SLAMSORT computes the kernel density function values
for all these pixels with O(n logn + X ) time.

Proof. Recall that the time complexity of finding E(k) (line 2) is
O(n) (cf. Lemma 1) and the sweep line ℓ only takes at mostO(n+X )

Algorithm 1 Sorting-based Sweep Line Algorithm (SLAMSORT)

1: procedure SLAMSORT(Point set P = {p1, p2, ..., pn }, band-
width b, pixels q1, q2,..., qX with y-coordinate k)

2: Find the envelope point set E(k) ◃ Equation 6

3: Create the sorted list L ◃ Increasing order

4: Lℓ ← ϕ, Uℓ ← ϕ
5: ALℓ ← 0, AUℓ

← 0
6: SLℓ ← 0, SUℓ

← 0

7: ℓ.x ← −∞
8: while ℓ.x ≤ qX .x do
9: ℓ sweeps the next element in L

10: if ℓ.x = LBk (p) then ◃ Case 1

11: Lℓ ← Lℓ ∪ {p}
12: ALℓ ← ALℓ + p
13: SLℓ ← SLℓ + | |p| |

2

2

14: if ℓ.x = UBk (p) then ◃ Case 2

15: Uℓ ← Uℓ ∪ {p}
16: AUℓ

← AUℓ
+ p

17: SUℓ
← SUℓ

+ | |p| |2
2

18: if ℓ.x = qi .x then ◃ Case 3 (where 1 ≤ i ≤ X )

19: Compute FP (qi ) ◃ Lemma 3

20: Return {FP (q1), FP (q2), ..., FP (qX )}

iterations for sweeping all elements in the list L (which contains at

most 2|E(k)|+X elements and |E(k)| → n in the worst case), where

each iteration (lines 9 - 19) takes O(1) time. Therefore, the main

bottleneck of this algorithm is to sort the list L (line 3), which takes

O(n logn + X ) time.
1
Therefore, the worst-case time complexity of

Algorithm 1 is O(n logn + X ). Hence, this lemma is proved. �

Based on Lemma 4, we conclude that SLAMSORT takes

O(Y (n logn + X )) time to generate KDV, i.e., computes the kernel

density values for all X × Y pixels, (cf. Theorem 1).

Theorem 1. The time complexity of SLAMSORT is O(Y (n logn +
X )).

Proof. Since there are Y y-coordinates in the geographical re-

gion (cf. Figure 4) and SLAMSORT takesO(n logn +X ) time to com-

pute the kernel density function values for all pixels with the same

y-coordinate (cf. Lemma 4), the time complexity of this method is

O(Y (n logn + X )). �

1
Since the pixels q1 , q2 ,..., qX are sorted in advance (q1 .x < q2 .x < ... < qX .x ),
we only need to sort the data points in E(k ), which takes O (n logn) time, and merge

them into the list L, which takes O (n + X ) time.



Compared with the method RQS (cf. Section 2.2), which takes

O(XYn) time to generate each KDV, our method SLAMSORT is

theoretically faster than RQS, if X > logn. In practice, since X is

normally large, the inequality X > logn usually holds (e.g., the

resolution size can be 1280 × 960 (i.e., X = 1280) in modern screens

and n is 1.5 million for the New York traffic accident dataset [3]).

3.5 An Advanced Bucket-based Sweep Line
Algorithm (SLAMBUCKET)

Even though SLAMSORT can be theoretically faster than the method

RQS (cf. Section 2.2) in most of the cases (with X > logn), this
method cannot be faster than RQS in all cases (e.g., the cases with

X ≤ logn). Therefore, we further ask a question: Can we further

improve the theoretical result (e.g., remove the logn factor in The-

orem 1)? Here, we provide an affirmative answer to this question.

Recall that the main bottleneck of Algorithm 1 is to sort the

list L (line 3), which incurs O(n logn + X ) time. Suppose that we

can avoid this sorting operation, it is possible to remove the logn
factor in Theorem 1. In Figure 4, observe that the x-coordinates

of all pixels in the green region follow an increasing order, i.e.,

q0.x < q1.x < q2.x < · · · < qX−1.x < qX .x < qX+1.x , where we
denote two dummy pixels as q0 and qX+1 with q0.x = −∞ and

qX+1.x = ∞, respectively. Therefore, we conclude that the lower
(upper) bound value of each data point p, i.e., LBk (p) (UBk (p)) must

be within any unique interval [qi−1.x, qi .x] (cf. Figure 9), where
1 ≤ i ≤ X + 1.

Based on this property, we augment the lower and upper bound

buckets, denoted as BL(qi−1.x, qi .x) and BU (qi−1.x, qi .x), respec-
tively, between two consecutive pixels qi−1 and qi , where:

BL(qi−1.x, qi .x)= {p ∈ E(k) : qi−1.x < LBk (p) ≤ qi .x} (17)

BU (qi−1.x, qi .x)= {p ∈ E(k) : qi−1.x < UBk (p) ≤ qi .x} (18)

x-axis

q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6p1

p2 p3p4

p5

𝐵𝑈(−∞, 𝐪1. 𝑥)

𝐵𝐿(−∞, 𝐪1. 𝑥)

𝐵𝐿(𝐪1. 𝑥, 𝐪2. 𝑥)
𝐵𝑈(𝐪1. 𝑥, 𝐪2. 𝑥)

𝐵𝐿(𝐪2. 𝑥, 𝐪3. 𝑥)
𝐵𝑈(𝐪2. 𝑥, 𝐪3. 𝑥)

𝐵𝐿(𝐪3. 𝑥, 𝐪4. 𝑥)
𝐵𝑈(𝐪3. 𝑥, 𝐪4. 𝑥)

𝐵𝐿(𝐪4. 𝑥, 𝐪5. 𝑥)
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Figure 9: Augment the buckets for each pair of consecutive
pixels with X = 6.

Each lower (upper) bound bucket stores the data points p with

their lower (upper) bounds LBk (p) (UBk (p)) lying in this bucket.

Using Figure 9 as an example, Table 3 shows the data points in

these buckets.

Table 3: Data points in the lower and upper bound buckets
(cf. Figure 9).

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

BL (qi−1 .x , qi .x ) {p5 } {p2 } ϕ {p1, p3, p4 } ϕ ϕ ϕ
BU (qi−1 .x , qi .x ) ϕ ϕ {p2, p5 } {p4 } ϕ {p1 } {p3 }

Since the x-coordinate gap дx between each pair of two consecu-

tive pixels (except for q1.x−q0.x and qX+1.x−qX .x ) is the same, i.e.,

q2.x−q1.x = · · · = qX .x−qX−1.x = дx , we can useO(1) time to de-

termine which lower and upper bound buckets (BL(qil−1.x, qil .x)
and BU (qiu−1.x, qiu .x)) cover the data point p, where:

il = max

( ⌈LBk (p) − q1.x
дx

⌉
, 0
)

(19)

iu = min

( ⌈UBk (p) − q1.x
дx

⌉
,X + 1

)
(20)

Once we have obtained these buckets, we utilize the sweep line ℓ

to process each pixel qi . Suppose that ℓ intersects with qi .x (cf. Fig-

ure 10), we insert the bucket BL(qi−1.x, qi .x) and BU (qi−1.x, qi .x)
into Lℓ and Uℓ , respectively, and also update the aggregate values

ALℓ , AUℓ
(cf. Equation 12) and SLℓ , SUℓ

(cf. Equation 13) for these

two sets.

ℓ

qi qi+1qi-1

𝐵𝐿(𝐪𝑖−1. 𝑥, 𝐪𝑖 . 𝑥)
𝐵𝑈(𝐪𝑖−1. 𝑥, 𝐪𝑖 . 𝑥)

Figure 10: Sweep line ℓ intersects with qi .x (We need to in-
sert BL(qi−1.x, qi .x) and BU (qi−1.x, qi .x) into Lℓ and Uℓ , re-
spectively, and add ALℓ (SLℓ ) and AUℓ

(SUℓ
) by p (| |p| |2

2
) with

each p in BL(qi−1.x, qi .x) and BU (qi−1.x, qi .x), respectively).

Hence, if ℓ intersects with qi .x , we have:

Lℓ =

i⋃
j=1

BL(qj−1.x, qj .x) (21)

Uℓ =

i⋃
j=1

BU (qj−1.x, qj .x) (22)

In Lemma 5, we claim that we can correctly compute FP (qi ),
using these two sets Lℓ (cf. Equation 21) and Uℓ (cf. Equation 22)

and their aggregate values (cf. Equations 12 and 13).

Lemma 5. If the sweep line ℓ intersects with qi .x (cf. Figure 10),
we can correctly compute FP (qi ) (cf. Equation 5), using Equations 14,
15 and 16 as |Rqi |, ARqi

and SRqi
, respectively.

Proof. We first prove Rqi = Lℓ\Uℓ and then prove Uℓ ⊆ Lℓ .
Based on these two expressions, we have:

|Rqi | = |Lℓ\Uℓ | = |Lℓ | − |Uℓ |

ARqi
=

∑
p∈Rqi

p =
∑

p∈Lℓ\Uℓ

p =
∑
p∈Lℓ

p −
∑
p∈Uℓ

p = ALℓ − AUℓ

SRqi
=

∑
p∈Rqi

| |p | |2
2
=

∑
p∈Lℓ\Uℓ

| |p | |2
2
=

∑
p∈Lℓ

| |p | |2
2
−
∑
p∈Uℓ

| |p | |2
2
= SLℓ−SUℓ

which means Equations 14, 15 and 16 hold if ℓ intersects with qi .x .
Proof of Rqi = Lℓ\Uℓ : In Figure 11, observe that there are three

possible cases for the bound intervals.

Consider the (blue) bound interval of p
left

, i.e., LBk (pleft) ≤ qi .x
and UBk (pleft) ≤ qi .x . Since −∞ = q0.x < q1.x < · · · < qi .x ,
we conclude that there exists one unique interval [qj−1.x, qj .x],



qipleft

pcross

pright

ℓ

x-axis

Figure 11: Three possible cases for the bound intervals. (1)
The (blue) bound interval of pleft is in the left side of qi .x .
(2) The (orange) bound interval of pcross crosses qi .x . (3) The
(purple) bound interval of pright is in the right side of qi .x .

where 1 ≤ j ≤ i , that contains LBk (pleft) (UBk (pleft)). Based on

Equations 21 and 22, we have: p
left
∈ Lℓ and p

left
∈ Uℓ .

Consider the (purple) bound interval of p
right

, since both

LBk (pright) and UBk (pright) are larger than qi .x , none of the in-

tervals [qj−1.x, qj .x] with 1 ≤ j ≤ i contains these two values.

Therefore, we have: p
right
< Lℓ and p

right
< Uℓ .

Consider the (orange) bound interval of pcross, we can easily

conclude that pcross ∈ Lℓ and pcross < Uℓ .
Therefore, Lℓ\Uℓ denotes the set of data points p with (orange)

bound intervals, i.e., LBk (p) ≤ qi .x ≤ UBk (p). Based on Lemma 2,

we conclude that Rqi = Lℓ\Uℓ .
Proof of Uℓ ⊆ Lℓ : If the data point p ∈ Uℓ , there exists an

interval [qj−1.x, qj .x] with 1 ≤ j ≤ i that covers UBk (p). Since
LBk (p) ≤ UBk (p), there exists another interval [qj′−1.x, qj′ .x]with
j ′ ≤ j that covers LBk (p). Therefore, p ∈ Lℓ and we have: Uℓ ⊆
Lℓ . �

Algorithm 2 shows how our method SLAMBUCKET computes the

kernel density function values for all pixels q1, q2,..., qX with the

same y-coordinate k (cf. Figure 4). We claim that Algorithm 2 takes

O(n +X ) time for computing the kernel density function values for

all pixels q1, q2,..., qX (cf. Lemma 6).

Lemma 6. Given the pixels q1, q2,..., qX with the samey-coordinate
k , the time complexity for using Algorithm 2 to compute the kernel
density function values FP (q1), FP (q2),..., FP (qX ) is O(n + X ) time.

Proof. In lines 6-9, we assign each data point p in E(k) in the

lower and upper bound buckets, using Equations 19 and 20 (with

O(1) time), respectively. Therefore, the time complexity isO(|E(k)|)
time. In lines 13-20, we utilize the sweep line to scan each pixel.

Once the sweep line ℓ touches the pixel qiq , this algorithm needs to

scan those data points in BL(qiq−1.x, qiq .x) and BU (qiq−1.x, qiq .x)
to update Lℓ , ALℓ , SLℓ and Uℓ , AUℓ

, SUℓ
, respectively. There-

fore, the time complexity is O(X +
∑X
iq=1 |BL(qiq−1.x, qiq .x)| +∑X

iq=1 |BU (qiq−1.x, qiq .x)|) = O(X + |E(k)|) time (The reason is

that each data point can only be in one unique lower bound bucket

and one unique upper bound bucket). Therefore, theworst-case time

complexity of this algorithm is O(n + X ) time with |E(k)| = n. �

Based on Lemma 6, we conclude that SLAMBUCKET takes

O(Y (X + n)) time to generate KDV (cf. Theorem 2). We omit the

proof of this theorem, since it is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. The time complexity of SLAMBUCKET isO(Y (n +X )).

Algorithm 2 Bucket-based Sweep Line Algorithm (SLAMBUCKET)

1: procedure SLAMBUCKET(Point set P = {p1, p2, ..., pn }, band-
width b, pixels q1, q2,..., qX with y-coordinate k)

2: Find the envelope point set E(k) ◃ Equation 6

3: BL(qi−1.x, qi .x) ← ϕ, where 1 ≤ i ≤ X + 1
4: BU (qi−1.x, qi .x) ← ϕ, where 1 ≤ i ≤ X + 1
5: //Assign each data point p ∈ E(k) in different buckets

6: for each p ∈ E(k) do
7: Obtain il and iu ◃ Equations 19 and 20, respectively

8: BL(qil−1.x, qil .x) ← BL(qil−1.x, qil .x) ∪ {p}
9: BU (qiu−1.x, qiu .x) ← BU (qiu−1.x, qiu .x) ∪ {p}
10: //Sweep line ℓ

11: ALℓ ← 0, AUℓ
← 0

12: SLℓ ← 0, SUℓ
← 0

13: for iq ← 1 to X do
14: Lℓ ← Lℓ ∪ BL(qiq−1.x, qiq .x)
15: Uℓ ← Uℓ ∪ BU (qiq−1.x, qiq .x)
16: ALℓ ← ALℓ +

∑
p∈BL (qiq−1 .x ,qiq .x ) p

17: AUℓ
← AUℓ

+
∑
p∈BU (qiq−1 .x ,qiq .x ) p

18: SLℓ ← SLℓ +
∑
p∈BL (qiq−1 .x ,qiq .x ) | |p| |

2

2

19: SUℓ
← SUℓ

+
∑
p∈BU (qiq−1 .x ,qiq .x ) | |p| |

2

2

20: Compute FP (qiq ) ◃ Lemma 5

21: Return {FP (q1), FP (q2), ..., FP (qX )}

3.6 Resolution-Aware Optimization (RAO)
Although our methods SLAMSORT and SLAMBUCKET significantly

reduce the time complexity for generating KDV toO(Y (X +n logn))
time (cf. Theorem 1) and O(Y (X + n)) time (cf. Theorem 2), respec-

tively, the worst-case time complexity for these two methods can

also be high with Y >> X (the large Y multiplies with the large n).
Therefore, we incorporate the resolution-aware optimization

(RAO) into our methods SLAMSORT and SLAMBUCKET, which are

renamed as SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
and SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET
, respectively. If Y > X ,

these two methods compute the kernel density function values

for the pixels with the same x-coordinate, i.e., h1, h2,..., hY (cf.

yellow region in Figure 12), instead of the pixels with the same

y-coordinate (cf. Figure 4). On the other hand, if X ≥ Y , we adopt
the default solutions, i.e., SLAMSORT and SLAMBUCKET, for these

two methods.

… …

Y

h1

h2

hY

…

hY-1

X

…

… …

…

…

…

Figure 12: Evaluate all pixels, h1, h2,..., hY , which have the
same x-coordinate, in the yellow region.

Even though the concept of RAO is simple, these two methods

SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
and SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET
further reduce the time complexity

for generating KDV (cf. Theorem 3).



Theorem 3. The time complexity of SLAM(RAO)SORT and SLAM(RAO)BUCKET
for generating KDV is O(min(X ,Y ) × (max(X ,Y ) + n logn)) and
O(min(X ,Y ) × (max(X ,Y ) + n)), respectively.

Proof. If X ≥ Y , the time complexity of SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
(default

setting) isO(Y (X + n)) (cf. Theorem 2). If Y > X , the time complex-

ity of SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
is O(X (Y + n)). Hence, we conclude that the

time complexity of SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
isO(min(X ,Y )×(max(X ,Y )+n)).

Similarly, we can also prove that the time complexity of SLAM
(RAO)

SORT

is O(min(X ,Y ) × (max(X ,Y ) + n logn)). �

3.7 Other Kernels
In previous sections, we only focus on the Epanechnikov kernel.

Here, we further extend our methods to support other kernel func-

tions (cf. Table 2). Recall that one of the core ideas for efficiently

computing the kernel density function FP (q) with the Epanech-

nikov kernel is that FP (q) is composed of the aggregate terms |R(q)|,
ARq and SRq (cf. Equation 5), which can be efficiently maintained by

our sweep line algorithms. Therefore, if we can decompose FP (q)
with other kernel functions into the aggregate terms, our methods

can support these kernel functions.

Uniform kernel: We can decompose FP (q) with uniform kernel

in the following expression:

FP (q) =
w

b
|R(q)|

Quartic kernel: We can decompose FP (q) with quartic kernel in

the following expression:

FP (q)=w
(
1 −

2

b2
| |q| |2

2
+

1

b4
| |q| |4

2

)
|R(q)| +w

(
4

b2
−
4| |q| |2

2

b4

)
qTARq

+w
(
2| |q| |2

2
− 2

b4

)
SRq −

4w

b4
qTCRq +

w

b4
QRq −

4w

b2
qTMRqq

where CRq =
∑
p∈R(q) | |p| |22p, QRq =

∑
p∈R(q) | |p| |42 and MRq =∑

p∈R(q) p · pT .
Since we can decompose the kernel density function FP (q) with

the above aggregate values, which are summarized in Table 4, we

can extend our methods for supporting these representative kernel

functions (cf. Table 2) with the same time complexity.

Table 4: Aggregate values for all kernel functions.

Kernel Aggregate values

Uniform |R(q) |
Epanechnikov |R(q) |, ARq , SRq

Quartic |R(q) |, ARq , SRq , CRq , QRq , MRq

As a remark, our methods can only support the kernel functions

in Table 2, which cannot support some kernel functions (e.g., the

Gaussian kernel). The main reason is that we cannot decompose

the kernel density function FP (q) in terms of the aggregate values

(cf. Table 4) for those kernel functions. Nevertheless, the kernel

functions in Table 2 are representative in the GIS community (e.g.,

quartic kernel is the default kernel function in the QGIS [52] and

ArcGIS [1] software packages) and have been extensively adopted

in different applications (cf. Table 2).

3.8 Space Complexity of SLAM
In this section, we proceed to discuss the space complexity for using

our methods to generate KDV.

Here, we first consider the method SLAMSORT (cf. Algorithm 1).

Recall that this method only needs to maintain the additional vari-

ables, which are the envelope point set E(k), Lℓ , Uℓ , ALℓ , AUℓ
, SLℓ

and SUℓ
. Since the sets Lℓ and Uℓ contain at most |E(k)| points and

ALℓ , AUℓ
, SLℓ and SUℓ

take O(1) space, the worst-case space com-

plexity for using SLAMSORT to process q1, q2, ..., qX (cf. Figure 4)

is at mostO(n) (with |E(k)| → n). Moreover, we can clear and reuse

these variables to process each row of pixels (cf. Figure 4) and we

need to store the visualization results (X × Y pixels). Therefore,

the space complexity of SLAMSORT is O(XY + n) for processing all

pixels.

Then, we consider the method SLAMBUCKET (cf. Algorithm 2).

Even though this method needs to store additional buckets

BL(qi−1.x, qi .x) and BU (qi−1.x, qi .x) (where 1 ≤ i ≤ X + 1) com-

pared with SLAMSORT, the additional space for storing these buck-

ets is at mostO(n). Therefore, the space complexity of SLAMBUCKET

is the same as SLAMSORT, which is O(XY + n) for processing all

pixels.

Since the method RAO only needs to determine the processing

order of the pixels (cf. Figures 4 and 12), which does not incur

additional space overhead, the space complexity of SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
and

SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
remains in O(XY + n).

Based on the above discussion, we conclude the space complexity

of our methods in Theorem 4. Observe that all our methods do

not incur additional space compared with the method RQS (cf.

Section 2.2).

Theorem 4. The space complexity of SLAMSORT, SLAM
(RAO)
SORT ,

SLAMBUCKET, and SLAM
(RAO)
BUCKET is O(XY + n).

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce the experimental settings in Sec-

tion 4.1. Then, we compare our methods with the state-of-the-art

KDV methods, using the default Epanechnikov kernel function, in

Section 4.2. Lastly, we also evaluate the efficiency of all methods for

other kernel functions, including the uniform and quartic kernels

(cf. Table 2), in Section 4.3.

4.1 Experimental Settings
We adopt four large-scale real datasets for evaluating the efficiency

of all methods, which are summarized in Table 5. All these datasets

are the open data from the local governments of different cities,

which can be classified into three categories, namely crime events,

traffic accidents, and 311 calls. In our experiments, we follow the

existing studies [16, 31] and utilize the Scott’s rule [57] to determine

the default bandwidth value b. In addition, we also follow [16] and

choose the default resolution size to be 1280 × 960.

Table 5: Datasets.

Dataset name Dataset size n Category

Bandwidth b
(meters)

Seattle [5] 862873 Crime events 671.39

Los Angeles [2] 1255668 Crime events 1588.47

New York [3] 1499928 Traffic accidents 1062.53

San Francisco [4] 4333098 311 calls 279.27



Table 6: All KDV Methods.

Method SCAN RQS
kd

RQS
ball

Z-order aKDE QUAD SLAMSORT SLAMBUCKET SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET

Ref. [57]

Section 2.2 Section 2.2

[73] [33] [16, 19] Section 3.4 Section 3.5

Section 3.4 Section 3.5

with [9] with [44] Section 3.6 Section 3.6

Table 7: Response time (sec) of all methods, using the default setting of parameters.

Method SCAN RQS
kd

RQS
ball

Z-order aKDE QUAD SLAMSORT SLAMBUCKET SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET

Seattle > 14400 12351.1 5117.44 942.43 > 14400 620.68 57.77 34.99 45.19 27.47
Los Angeles > 14400 7538.65 3375.3 509.69 > 14400 478.31 54.56 33.56 42.99 26.42
New York > 14400 7388.31 4083.54 570.77 > 14400 394.49 74.49 47.41 58.83 37.63

San Francisco > 14400 > 14400 > 14400 662.92 > 14400 1397.53 232.44 142.9 182.69 112.29

SCAN • RQS
kd
◦ RQS

ball
� aKDE � QUAD + Z-order H SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET
×
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Figure 13: Response time for generating KDV with default bandwidth value, varying the resolution size.

Table 6 shows all KDVmethods that are used for efficiency evalu-

ation in our experiments. SCAN is the baseline method, which scans

all data points for each pixel to generate KDV. Both RQS
kd

and

RQS
ball

are the range-query-based solutions (cf. Section 2.2), using

the kd-tree and ball-tree, respectively. Z-order [73] is the data sam-

pling method, which achieves the probabilistic error guarantee for

the kernel density function FP (q). Both aKDE [33] and QUAD [16]

incorporate the lower and upper bound functions into the indexing

framework to boost the efficiency for evaluating FP (q). Compared

with these methods, our methods SLAMSORT and SLAMBUCKET

can significantly reduce the time complexity for generating exact

KDV. By combining the resolution-aware optimization (cf. Sec-

tion 3.6) with SLAMSORT and SLAMBUCKET, both SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
and

SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can further reduce the time complexity compared

with SLAMSORT and SLAMBUCKET, respectively.

We implemented all these methods
2
with C++ and conducted

experiments on an Intel i7 3.19GHz PC with 32GB memory. In our

experiments, we perform the efficiency evaluation of all methods

and only report the response time which is smaller than 14400 sec

(i.e., 4 hours).

4.2 Efficiency Comparison of KDV Methods
Although all our methods SLAMSORT, SLAMBUCKET, SLAM

(RAO)

SORT

and SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can significantly reduce the time complexity for

generating KDV without increasing the space complexity, we do

not know the practical improvement of our methods compared with

2
The source codes of all methods can be found in the Github repository https://

anonymous.4open.science/r/SLAM-F8D8/.

the existing methods (cf. Table 6). In this section, we investigate

the following six questions, which are related to the time and space

efficiency issues for generating KDV.

(1) What is the response time of all methods under the default

setting of parameters?

(2) How does the resolution size (i.e., X ×Y ) affect the response
time of all methods?

(3) How does the dataset size (i.e., n) affect the response time of

all methods?

(4) How does the bandwidth value (i.e., b) affect the response
time of all methods?

(5) What is the response time of all methods for supporting

exploratory operations (e.g., zooming and panning)?

(6) How does the dataset size (i.e., n) affect the space consump-

tion of all methods?

Response time of all methods under the default setting of pa-
rameters: In this experiment, we test the efficiency of all methods,

using the default parameters, i.e., we set the default resolution size

to be 1280 × 960 and adopt the Scott’s rule [57] to choose the default

bandwidth valueb for each dataset. Table 7 shows the response time

of all methods. Observe that ourmethods SLAMSORT, SLAMBUCKET,

SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
and SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET
can achieve 2.85x to more than two-

order-of-magnitude speedup in different datasets compared with

the existing methods. The main reason is that all our methods can

reduce the time complexity for generating KDV. Since SLAMBUCKET

is theoretically more efficient than SLAMSORT, SLAMBUCKET can

outperform SLAMSORT by 1.57x to 1.65x in all these datasets. By

incorporating the resolution-aware optimization (cf. Section 3.6)

https://anonymous.4open.science/r/SLAM-F8D8/
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/SLAM-F8D8/
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Figure 14: Response time for generating KDV with default resolution size and bandwidth value, varying the dataset size.
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Figure 15: Response time for generating KDV with default resolution size, varying the bandwidth value.

into the method SLAMBUCKET, the method SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
achieves

the smallest response time in practice. In the following experiments,

we omit the results of SLAMSORT, SLAMBUCKET and SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
,

since these methods are consistently inferior compared with the

best method SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
.

Response time of all methods with different resolution sizes:
In this experiment, we investigate how the resolution size affects

the response time of all methods. We follow [16] and choose these

four resolution sizes, which are 320× 240, 640× 480, 1280× 960 and

2560 × 1920, for testing. In Figure 13, the larger the resolution size,

the higher the response time of all methods. In addition, since the

time complexity of existingmethods isO(XYn), the response time of

these existing methods can increase by roughly four times, after we

adopt the next larger resolution size (e.g., change from 640 × 480 to

1280× 960). As our method SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can reduce the time com-

plexity for generating KDV (with O(min(X ,Y ) × (max(X ,Y ) + n))),

we expect that the response time of SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
increases smaller

(i.e., two times) for using the next larger resolution size compared

with these existing methods. Therefore, once the resolution size is

larger, the time gaps between SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
and all existing meth-

ods are also larger.

Response time of all methods with different dataset sizes: We

proceed to test how the dataset size affects the response time of

all methods. To conduct this experiment, we adopt the random

sampling (without replacement) approach to sample 25%, 50%, 75%

and 100% (original one) of data points from each dataset (cf. Table 5)

for testing. Figure 14 shows the results for all methods. Observe

that once we increase the dataset size, all methods need to process

more data points. As such, the response time of all methods is

also higher. Here, we notice that SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can outperform the

existing methods by a visible margin, no matter which dataset size

we adopt.

Response time of all methods with different bandwidth val-
ues: Here, we further investigate how the bandwidth value b affects

the response time of all methods. To conduct this experiment, we

choose five bandwidth values, by multiplying the default bandwidth

value with five ratios, which are 0.25, 0.5, 1 (original one), 2 and

4, for testing in each dataset. In Figure 15, observe that once we

increase the bandwidth value b, the response time of all methods

increases. The main reason is that all methods need to scan more

data points with the large bandwidth b (e.g., large range value b
for the methods RQS

kd
and RQS

ball
(cf. Section 2.2)). In addition,

we notice that SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can consistently outperform the top-2

best competitors, i.e., Z-order and QUAD, by 5.76x to 34.77x.

Response time of all methods with different exploratory oper-
ations: In practice, users (e.g., Geoscientists, criminologists) need

to perform the exploratory operations (cf. Figure 2) to visualize

hotspots in different regions (e.g., zooming and panning) and time

intervals (e.g., time-based filtering). Here, we investigate the effi-

ciency of all KDV methods for supporting zooming and panning

operations, using the Seattle and Los Angeles datasets, where the

event time of each data point is from 1
st
Jan 2019 to 31

st
Dec 2019.

As a remark, we fix the resolution size to be 1280 × 960.

In the first experiment, we test the efficiency for the zooming

operation. First, we use the minimum bounding rectangle to cover
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Figure 17: Space consumption for generating KDV with default resolution size and bandwidth value, varying the dataset size.

each city, e.g., Seattle. Then, we generate four visualized regions, by

multiplying the height and width of this rectangle with four ratios,

i.e., 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 (the original one). Here, the smaller ratio

denotes that we zoom in to this city. Figure 16a and Figure 16b show

the response time of all methods. Since we fix the resolution size to

be 1280 × 960 for each visualized region and the zoomed regions

contain data points with higher density, each pixel in the zoomed

region with smaller ratio (e.g., 0.25) can have a larger number of

data points that are within the bandwidth b (i.e., each method,

except SCAN, needs to process more data points). Therefore, the

smaller the ratio, the higher the response time of each method.

Observe that SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can achieve at least one to two-order-

of-magnitude speedup in most of the cases compared with the

existing methods, regardless of the visualized regions. As a remark,

since the competitors (e.g., QUAD) adopt the filter-and-refinement

approach to improve the efficiency for generating KDV and the

filtering performance in the Los Angeles dataset is better, the time

gap between SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
and the best competitor (i.e., QUAD) in

the Seattle dataset is larger compared with the Los Angeles dataset.

In the second experiment, we test the efficiency for the panning

operation. Like the first experiment, we also use the minimum

bounding rectangle to cover each city (let the size be H ×W ). Then,

we randomly generate five rectangles, which are inside the mini-

mum bounding rectangle, with the same size 0.5H × 0.5W , as the

visualized regions. In Figure 16c and Figure 16d, we observe that

SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can achieve one-order-of-magnitude speedup inmost

of the cases compared with the best competitor.

Based on the results of these two experiments, we further observe

that SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
only takes less than 6 sec (i.e., near real-time)

for generating each KDV with these exploratory operations, which

cannot be achieved by other state-of-the-art methods.

Space consumption of allmethodswith different dataset sizes:
In this experiment, we investigate how the dataset size affects the

space consumption of all methods (by sampling 25%, 50%, 75%

and 100% (original one) of data points from each dataset). Since

SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
does not increase the worst-case space complexity

(cf. Theorem 4) compared with existing methods, the space con-

sumption of all methods is similar (cf. Figure 17), no matter which

dataset size we adopt.

4.3 Efficiency Evaluation for Other Kernels
In this section, we proceed to test the efficiency for generating

KDV with other kernel functions, including uniform and quartic

kernels. Here, we adopt the Los Angeles and San Francisco datasets

for testing.

In the first experiment, we test how the resolution size affects the

response time for generating KDV, using the uniform and quartic

kernels. Figure 18 shows the results for all methods. Since the exist-

ing methods and our method SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
does not incur the large

time overhead for supporting these kernel functions, the response

time of all methods is similar to the results in Figure 13b and Fig-

ure 13d. Here, we can observe that SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can consistently

outperform the existing methods by a visible margin in many test

cases. In addition, once we increase the resolution size, the time
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Figure 19: Response time for generating KDV in Los Angeles (a and c) and San Francisco (b and d) datasets with uniform (a
and b) and quartic (c and d) kernels, varying the dataset size.

gaps between SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
and the existing methods are larger,

due to the lower time complexity for our methods.

In the second experiment, we test how the dataset size affects the

response time for generating KDV, using the uniform and quartic

kernels. In Figure 19, we can observe that SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can achieve

one to two-order-of-magnitude speedup in many test cases for

these two kernel functions compared with different state-of-the-art

methods.

5 RELATEDWORK
Kernel Density Visualization (KDV) has been widely used in dif-

ferent types of applications. Some representative examples include

traffic accident hotspot detection [62, 65], crime hotspot detec-

tion [34, 37], disease outbreak detection [19, 56] and ecological

modeling [27, 60]. However, KDV is a computationally expensive op-

eration [16, 31, 73], which is not scalable to large-scale datasets (e.g.,

> 1 million data points) and high resolution size (e.g., 1280 × 960).

In this section, we review six camps of research studies, which are

mostly related to this work.

Function approximation methods: Some researchers propose

to approximate the kernel density function FP (q) (cf. Equation 1).

Raykar et al. [54] and Yang et al. [67] adopt the fast Gauss transform

to approximately compute FP (q). On the other hand, Chan et al. [16,
19, 21, 22], Gan et al. [31] and Gray et al [33] develop the lower

and upper bound functions for FP (q) and further incorporate these
bound functions into the indexing framework to approximately

compute FP (q). Although these function approximation methods

can improve the practical efficiency for generating KDV, these

methods cannot reduce the time complexity for this operation and

can only provide the approximate result for each density value

FP (q).

Data sampling methods: In this camp of research studies, Zheng

et al. [73–75] and Phillips et al. [49–51] propose the advanced data

sampling methods to sample the given original dataset and then

evaluate the modified kernel density function, based on the reduced

dataset. Since the size of the reduced dataset can be much smaller

than the original dataset, these methods can significantly improve

the efficiency for generating KDV. However, like the function ap-

proximation methods, these methods can only provide the approxi-

mate result for each density value FP (q). In addition, these methods

still need to evaluate the exact KDV for the reduced dataset, which

can still be time-consuming. As a remark, since our methods can

reduce the time-complexity for evaluating exact KDV, our meth-

ods can seamlessly combine with these data sampling methods to

further improve the efficiency for generating approximate KDV.

Range-query-based methods: In Section 2.2, we recall that com-

puting the kernel density function FP (q) can be cast as solving the

range query problem for each pixel q. Therefore, the efficient meth-

ods for solving the range query problem can be used to improve

the efficiency for generating KDV. In the literature, many efficient

index structures have been developed to improve the performance



for solving the range query problem. Among most of these index

structures, both kd-tree [9] and ball-tree [44] are the representa-

tive and efficient solutions for the low dimensional datasets [47].

Although these methods can improve the practical efficiency for

generating KDV, they cannot theoretically reduce the time com-

plexity for this operation. Therefore, these methods can normally

provide inferior efficiency compared with our methods, especially

for large bandwidth b.

Sweep line methods: In both spatial database, computational ge-

ometry and GIS communities, sweep line methods (or plane sweep

methods) have been widely adopted to improve the efficiency

for different query processing or data analysis tasks. Some rep-

resentative examples include skyline queries [35, 58], spatial join

queries [7, 12, 13], range sum queries [23, 61], delaunay triangu-

lation [6, 26], Voronoi diagram [29, 30] and line segmentation in-

tersection [11, 24, 63]. Compared with our work, these research

studies do not consider the complex kernel density function FP (q).
Therefore, their sweep line methods cannot be directly applied for

generating KDV with smaller time complexity.

Parallel/distributed and hardware-based methods: In the liter-

ature, there are also many parallel/distributed and hardware-based

methods to boost the efficiency for generating KDV. Some repre-

sentative examples include MapReduce [73], GPU [40, 48, 71] and

FPGA [32]. In this work, we mainly focus on the single CPU setting

and leave the combination of our methods and these methods in

the future work.

Visual analytic systems: Recently, many visual analytic sys-

tems [25, 36, 41–43] have been developed to analyze hotspots, based

on KDV, for different types of applications, including crime hotspot

detection [25, 42], and disease outbreak detection [36, 41, 43]. These

systems offer different types of exploratory operations, e.g., zoom-

ing, panning, bandwidth selection, attribute-based filtering, and

time-based filtering, for generating KDV, in order to accomplish the

more complicated visual analytic tasks for understanding hotspots.

Although these visual analytic tasks normally involve massive KDV

operations, which are not scalable to large datasets and high resolu-

tion sizes, these research studies do not develop efficient algorithms

for supporting KDV. By incorporating our SLAM into these systems,

we reckon that this can significantly save the precious waiting time

of domain experts.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study kernel density visualization (KDV), which

has become a de facto visual analytic tool in many applications,

including hotspot detection and ecological modeling. Since KDV is

a time-consuming operation, which is not scalable to large datasets

and high resolution sizes, many research studies [16, 31, 32] have

complained about its efficiency issues. Although many recent re-

search studies propose to improve the efficiency for this operation,

all these studies can only provide approximate results for gener-

ating KDV in order to improve the efficiency. Worse still, some

of these studies cannot reduce the time complexity for this opera-

tion. To address this issue, we develop two sweep line algorithms

(SLAM), namely SLAMSORT and SLAMBUCKET, which can theoret-

ically reduce the time complexity for generating exact KDV. By

incorporating the resolution-aware optimization (RAO) into these

two methods, namely SLAM
(RAO)

SORT
and SLAM

(RAO)

BUCKET
, we can fur-

ther achieve the lowest time complexity for generating exact KDV.

Compared with the state-of-the-art solutions, all our methods can

achieve one to two-order-of-magnitude speedup in many test cases

and our best method SLAM
(RAO)

BUCKET
can efficiently support KDV

with exploratory operations in practice.

In the future, we plan to support other types of GIS operations,

e.g., K-function [8] and network K-function [46]. Furthermore,

we will extend our methods to support other commonly used ker-

nel functions (e.g., Gaussian kernel) and other types of KDV (e.g.,

NKDV [20], STKDV [18], and STNKDV [55]). In addition, we will

develop the real-time KDV system, based on SLAM, to support

some meaningful applications with large-scale location datasets,

e.g., visualizing the distribution of COVID-19 cases, using high res-

olution sizes (e.g., 2560 × 1920). Moreover, we will develop the new

plugin, which adopts SLAM to support efficient KDV generation,

for both QGIS [52] and ArcGIS [1].
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